In this paper, after reviewing the main point of image encryption, we investigated a new approach, presented in a dynamically-random scheme of digital image encryption, typically based on the simultaneous use of multiple discrete chaotic systems. In every tryout and after splitting the plain-image into several sub-blocks, each sub-block is encrypted differently from its adjacent by a discrete chaotic system issued at a random-draw from a Data Base of Chaotic Maps (DBCM) carefully chosen. Both the DBCM cardinality and the used maps number are determined by solving a combinatorial optimization problem with constraints. The encryption/decryption process is administered by two Codebooks that define the chaotic maps choice and regulate the encryption manner of the plain-image sub-block. Sub-blocks coordinates and Codebooks are supplementary secret parameters. The suggested scheme improves and strengthens the key space, robustness and security of images against statistical and brutal attacks. The security analysis of this scheme is widely evaluated. Therefore, the robustness is proved and justified.
Introduction
In recent decades, the multimedia data images exchange has increased considerably, this requires the development of reliable security devices to ensure confidentiality and cohesive information exchange; hence the encryption is the solution. The cryptosystems based on standard algorithms [1, 2] such as DES, AES and El Gamel have became vulnerable [18, 19] , Inconsequence of the intrinsic characteristics of images concerning the correlation of theirs adjacent pixels, and the high redundancy on one hand, and by the increasing growth of computing power as well as the quantum computing advancement on the other hand.
Recently, a very promising techniques have been explored in order to encrypt images especially those who are based on discrete chaotic systems [3, 4, 5, 6, 8] known for their pseudo-randomness, sensitivity to initial conditions and ergodicity property, which gave a good harmony between running speed and security performance. However, these methods have various disadvantages that affect their vulnerabilities in which we quote:
• Method shortage: limited parameter's number of mono chaotic map encryption; this generates a small key space and weakens the security.
• Lack of dynamics: the method does not change with the tryouts of encryption, every time the plain-images are encrypted similarly with the same static logic.
In this context, we introduce a new robust dynamically-random scheme for image encryption which is based on the simultaneous use of N chaotic maps. With a view to vary the encryption manners, the proposed scheme splits the plain-image into S sub-block in order to be encrypted differently from their adjacent sub-block in terms of the encryption method.
These N chaotic maps used for the image encryption are taken using a random-draw from DBCM -M a Data Base constituted of M Chaotic Maps which are proved to be robust for image encryption. The randomly provided N chaotic maps generate a large set of encryption techniques to encrypt the sub-blocks.
The plain-image split technique and the number of sub-blocks S are optimally defined, the same M and N are found by solving a combinatorial optimization problem with constraints.
The chaotic maps choice and the dynamics of their utility are administered respectively by two indexed dictionaries: a methods provider "Codebook-1" and an encryption regulator "Codebook-2". Both of these Codebooks are random called at each encryption tryout through their indexes.
This scheme introduces the dynamic randomness in encryption which improves the diffusion and also the key space enlargement, all these forth mentioned characteristics increase the strength and robustness. This new proposed scheme minimizes the disadvantages of the mono chaotic map based systems of which they were broken by some known attacks [7] or by the application of a plaintext attack [8, 9, [13] [14] .
The rest of this article includes an exhibition and elicitation of previous related work, section three is about the proposed scheme presentation, and section four will be about experimentation and the security robustness evaluation of the scheme. Finally, we will end by a conclusion.
Related Works
In this section, we will present a brief overview of these methods. The papers [5] propose a new method based on chaotic encryption with multiple maps (logistic map, the Lorenz attractor). This method made the security aspect stronger by the key space expansion and subsequently improved resistance to exhaustive attack.
In articles [9, 10] a new image encryption technique based on the use of two chaotic maps and a key length of 80 bits is elaborated. The results presented in these articles show the implementation possibility of this method for real-time application and its use in transmission.
The author of the paper [11] proposed a new method for image encryption performed using a large pseudo-random permutation and combination that produces a small permutation matrices based on chaotic maps. The proposed algorithm gave reasonable satisfaction in terms of robustness to statistical attacks as compared to classical cryptosystems.
In the paper [12] , the author proposed a new encryption algorithm for image in any size (binary, color), this method is based on the iteration of chaotic maps. The proposed algorithm can respectively improve both confusion and diffusion data, by rearranging the position and changing the values of the image pixels. The algorithm provides a configurable security requirement depending on the rounds number of the algorithm. As well as the security analysis shows resistance to various attacks (exhaustive, plain-text and statistical attacks).
Basic Theory of the Proposed Scheme
To eliminate the disadvantages of chaotic encryption mentioned above, the scheme proposed in this section will offer a dynamically-random encryption mechanism, which improves security particularly at the transmission of data over private and public networks in real time, wherein users do not have a good flexibility to change the private keys.
Our encryption scheme ( Figure-1 ) is a symmetric stream cipher, which splits plain-image into S sub-blocks and encrypt them by N different chaotic maps randomly selected from a Data Base of M Chaotic Maps carefully chosen and defined by:
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Figure-1: The proposed scheme
In every tryout, each sub-block is encrypted separately with different chaotic maps from its adjacent sub-block.
The choice of N chaotic maps from the DBCM -M is administered by an indexed dictionary "Codebook-1", and at each encryption tryout a second indexed dictionary "Codebook-2" regulates the use of these N Maps selected above for sub-blocks encryption.
Concretely, "Codebook-1" represent all the eligible choice possibilities of the selected N maps, while "Codebook-2" represent the encryption techniques (the N maps provided by "Codebook-1") used to encrypt the plain-image S sub-blocks.
The way we split the plain-image and the issued sub-blocks number S are both optimally defined M and N chaotic maps number is found by solving a combinatorial optimization problem with constraints. We summarize the concepts of the proposed encryption process as follows:
Concept 1: Providing encryption maps: From the method provider "Codebook-1" the scheme is randomly supplied with chaotic maps. Concept 2: Splitting the plain-image technique: Splits the plain-image into S sub-blocks, and defines each sub-block pixels coordinate. Concept 3: Regulating encryption: The encryption regulator "Codebook-2" organizes the technique to encrypt each sub-block with the chaotic maps randomly provided by "Codebook-1". Concept 4: Recording encryption configuration: The indexes associated with encryption are recorded into two pixels that will be one of the supplementary keys, which are properly fixed in advance. These indexes define the encryption configurations by a random calling of the methods provider "Codebook-1" and the regulator "Codebook-2". ; the different eligible choices ( N chaotic maps) are indexed and saved in the dictionary "Codebook-1".
• The "Codebook-1" is a subset of the universal sample space
, the set of all possibilities formed by the N map random-draw from the data base of M chaotic maps. In fact
is a list of all the injections from N elements set to M elements set.
• Practically, in the computer implementation phase, through random calling of these indexes, the "Codebook-1" provides a method composed by N chaotic maps.
3.1.2-Finding "Codebook-1" cardinality
The number of all possibilities )
is calculated using three successive choices, as long as the first map is selected from M chaotic maps, the second from 1) -(M and the last one from 1)
is the rearrangements number of N maps drawn from
. With a factorial notation:
And so:
3.1.3-Determining M and N
We search to have a maximum of indexed encryption configurations recordable into a single 256 grayscales pixel, in this condition the problem of finding M and N is posed as follows: Maximize
Determining M and N is a combinatorial optimization problem with constraints, which arises in most general form to find the best subsets of admissible solutions. In this case
the cost function is actually a function of two discrete variables. 
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This solution took into consideration the constraints of the condition (2) 
The dynamically-random scheme in each tryout performs an optimized use of N=3 chaotic maps drawn from M=7 chaotic maps. These configuration values are Optimized dynamically-random chaos based cryptosystem 179 used to generate 210 different encrypted composed methods.
3.1.4-Generating "Codebook-1"
We generate by "Algorithm-1" all admissible arrangements and we index them in the methods provider dictionary "Codebook-1" (Table- 2), this dictionary will also be an additional secret parameter for encryption/decryption.
We define: The result of running this algorithm is shown in (Table-2 At each tryout one of these indexes is randomly called in order to extract the maps that will be used for encryption. The indexes are integers in the set {0, 1,.., 209} so it will be recordable into a single pixel reserved for saving the key.
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3.2-Splitting the Plain-image
The basic condition is that the plain-image is encrypted with N=3 different maps supplied by the methods provider "Codebook-1", as long as the adjacent sub-blocks are not encrypted with the same chaotic map. Under these conditions, several partitioning techniques might be adopted; the following non-exhaustive techniques are given as an example: rectangular, zigzag or triangular splitting (Figure-3) . 
3.2.1-Image splitting technique
In order to maintain a complex division for cryptanalysis, we have optimally chosen the manner of splitting the plain-image and the number of the resulted sub-blocks. To identify this optimal configuration for our technique (splitting manner and the sub-blocks number), we used the algorithm below (Algorithm-2): The algorithm is started splitting the plain-image into four sub-blocks and so on, the results are presented in (Table-3 The maximum of configurations that can be stored in one pixel is 256 (for grayscale images), the optimum value that meets this requirement is 252; it's reached for triangular splitting into S=8 sub-blocks positioned circularly as shown in (Figure-4) . 
3.2.2-The Sub-blocks coordinates
These coordinates are used to locate the sub-blocks in the encryption-decryption phase, and XOR-deXOR them with the corresponding configuration.
Explicitly, the partitioning of sub-blocks is defined as follows (Algorithm-3).
Bloc1: { pixels p(i,j) / i>= L/2 and W+1-i>=j } Bloc2: { pixels p(i,j) / i>= L/2 and W+1-i<j } Bloc3: { pixels p(i,j) / i>= L/2 and i<= j } Bloc4: { pixels p(i,j) / i>= L/2 and i>j } Bloc5: { pixels p(i,j) / i< L/2 and W+1-I<=j } Bloc6: { pixels p(i,j) / i< L/2 and W+1-i>j } Bloc7: { pixels p(i,j) / i< L/2 and i>=j } Bloc8: { pixels p(i,j) / i< L/2 and i<j } Algorithm-3: Pixels sub-blocks coordinates L and W are respectively the length and the width of the plain-image, i and j are the coordinates of a pixel (i.e. i and j are the row and column of the pixel).
3.3-Regulating encryption
3.3.1-Defining "Codebook-2"
"Codebook-2" is the encryption regulator, it purpose is to administer the encryption technique (Table-4) ; technically, this second indexed dictionary manage and determine how to encrypt the S=8 sub-blocks of the plain-image with the N=3 chaotic maps randomly supplied by the encryption methods provider "Codebook-1".
Concretely, "Codebook-2" is an exhaustive list of all admissible encryption manners under the following constraints:
• Encrypting differently each sub-block of its adjacent • Using simultaneously N=3 maps at each round of encrypting the S=8 sub-blocks • Having less than 256 possibilities (to record the corresponding index into the second key pixel).
3.3.2-Generating "Codebook-2"
We generate all the encryption manners using "Algorithm-4" to be indexed in "Codebook-2": codebook-2 ← { .,.,.,.,.,.,. The "Codebook-2" sample shown above illustrates different encryption manners of the dynamically-random encryption.
3.4-Recording Configuration
From both pixels used as supplementary keys, the algorithm generates the encryption configurations. The configuration is represented by two indexes:
• From the set {0, 1... 209} associated to "Codebook-1", the first index is in charge of encryption methods choice (i.e. N chaotic maps choice).
• From the set {0, 1... 251} associated to "Codebook-2", the second index is in charge of regulating the encryption technique.
To save these configurations, the algorithm fixes the two pixels; the first pixel will contain the first index value and the second pixel stores the second index value.
-The encryption process
The diagram of our proposed image encryption process is shown in Figure- Reciprocally, in the decryption phase, by extracting the configuration indexes stored in both pixels/key, and by exploring "Codebook-2" and "Codebook-1" we can determine how the image is encrypted and the chaotic maps already used for encryption.
Security Analysis and Experimental Results
To prove the performance of the proposed scheme, this part will provide experimental results. The application of this scheme was performed using the 512×512 Lena image in 256 grayscales. This performance has been evaluated based on several cryptanalysis techniques, such as the key space analysis, the dynamic sensitivity test, the differential attack and statistical analysis.
4.1-The DBCM seven chaotic maps
As shown before, our scheme in the implementation phase needs a Data Base of seven Chaotic Maps; ( Table-5 ) represents the selected chaotic maps, their robustness and security which were justified and analyzed in previous work [15, 16, 17] .
Indexed Maps
Name &Equation Parameters 
4.2-The Keys Space Analysis and the number of control parameters
In our proposed scheme, both "Codebook-1" (210 choices of chaotic composed maps) and "Codebook-2" (252 manners of encryption) can generate 2920 5 252 210 = × qualified encryption methods. In addition to this, the number of parameters for each map of which their values are real numbers is at least two parameters (initial condition and control parameters ), the key space increases and the number of control parameters is more than:
Potential parameters
4.3-Dynamically-random sensitivity and differential analysis
This test is based on the study of the difference between several cipher-images associated with the same chosen plain-image and it studies the dynamically-random sensitivity.
To test the influence of the dynamically-randomness, two common measurements have been used in the differential analysis, the Number of Pixels
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Change Rate (NPCR) and Unified Average Changing Intensity (UACI) which are defined as follows:
NPCR measures the percentage of different pixels numbers associated with two chosen images; NPCR is defined by the formula (4) .
UACI measures the average intensity of the difference between two images; UACI is defined by the formula (5).
We take both cipher-images C1 and C2 associated with the encrypted plain-image at two different times. % 100
is a matrix defined by: NPCR for all chosen pairs of cipher-images are over 99.50% (Table-6 ), the same thing for UACI rate for all chosen pairs cipher-images is slightly changed and more importantly these UACI values are all near the ideal value of 33.33%.
Therefore our proposed scheme is dynamically sensitive and has good protection ability against plain-text attack; ergo the differential attack will become very inefficient and practically useless.
4.4-Statistical Analysis
In order to resist statistical attacks, which are actually quite common, the cipher-image should possess certain random properties. A deep study had been undertaken and the results are summarized in (Figure-6 ). The 512×512 Lena plain-image had been tested at three tryouts.
4.4.1-Histogram analysis
Test results show that cipher-images histograms are very uniformly distributed and significantly different from the plain-image histogram, and therefore the images bears no statistical resemblance as illustrated in (Figure-6 ), which makes statistical attacks more difficult to apply.
4.4.2-Correlation of two adjacent pixels
To test the correlation between two adjacent pixels for plain-image and for cipher-images, we calculate the correlation coefficient for a sequence of adjacent pixels, using the following formula: The results for horizontal, diagonal and vertical direction are shown in (Table-7 The correlation analysis coefficient proves that the proposed encryption scheme satisfies zero co-correlation property, and thus its robustness against statistical attacks is fulfilled. is the ideal value, and therefore there is no predictability.
Plain-image
4.5-Entropy Information Analysis
The entropy of cipher-images encrypted at each tryout by our proposed scheme is presented below. This means that information leakage in the encryption scheme is negligible and the encryption system is secure against entropy attack.
Tryou t Entropy value
Conclusion
We have proposed a new dynamically-random scheme of image encryption, essentially based on the random use of several chaotic maps. The security of the cipher-image is evaluated by the key space, statistical and differential analysis. As proven by the histogram analysis the encrypted image is very close to uniform distribution, this scheme gives more diffusion of information and it improves the key space which changes dynamically on every tryout of encryption. The experimental results show clearly the robustness of our scheme especially how it can withstand brutal and statistical attacks. The proposed system is secure and practical; it's particularly suitable to be applied in fast real time encryption, this will make a good application to secure the transmission of digital images as well as in other information security fields.
